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all adapted to produce this result. They
DOMESTIC HAPPINESS.
BRIEF DISCOURSE.
Gold and Silver.-^T\^ N. Y. Star, in a
commence wrong, and although sooner or■ Extract of a Sermon on s<i Domestic Hap
Text.—11 There is a way which seemeth sensible article on the above subject, intro
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
later they discover the error into which they
piness
by
the
Rev.
‘
William
Jay.
right to a man, but the end thereof,” &c.
JAMES K. REMICH.
duces the following remarks to show that a
OlHceon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. have fallen, they do not seem to know in
Ah 1 what so refreshing,so soothing, so
We hope that it will not be deemed sac metallic currency, does not contribute to the
what manner to apply the remedy. They satisfying, as the placid joys rtf home !
,TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM
rilegious io quote here this sublime precau riches or convenience of a country i—I’wodollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
See the traveller—-does du!y call him for tion from the Oracles of Divine Truth, as a
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which are either over-indulgent or over-harsh, fail
li Look at Spaing that owned alt the
The text to discourse from in the manner which
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year, No ing to pursue that firm and even course, a season to leave his beloved circle !
mines
of Peru and Mexico—which had not
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
which, while it commands obedience and at image of his earthly happiness continues viv follows, although in aid of subjects of some argosies sufficient to carry all the gold and
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
idly
in
his
remembrance,
it
quickens
him
to
what
a
secular
nature,
appertaining,
howev

The publisher does not hold himself responsible for tention, at the same time strengthens affec
silver from those colonies—now without
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
diligence, it makes him hail the hour which er, to morality.
tion and wins the confidence. But lam en
means to pay her own troops or defend her
charged for its insertion.
sees his process accomplished and his face
It may seem right to a man—to neglect
tering upon a field, to traverse and explore turned toward home ; it communes with
soil from the steps of an usurper supported
paying his debts for the sake of lending or
COM.Hl'MCATIO.X
by foreign powers—yet Spain is a gold and
which would require more time than I him as he journeys, and he hears the prom
speculating upon his money, but the end silver, a hard currency country—no bank
can command at present.
Perhaps I may ise which causeshim to hope, “ Thou shall thereof is—a bad paymaster.
For the Gazette & Palladium.
notes, no credit—no commerce worth
resume the subject at another moment. know also that thy tabernacle shall be in
It may seem right to a man—to live be
speaking
of; a country full of resources—of
When I commenced this article I intended peace, and thou shalt vis;^hy tabernacle, yond his income, but the end thereof is—
Mr. Editor
banditti and beggars in her mountains, and
When I parted with you at the Tremont to incorporate with it the following extract and not sin.” O! the joyful re-union of a wretchedness and poverty.
loungers and idlers in her Cities. Go where
It may seem right to a man—to attempt you will, you will see these results flowing
House; a week or two since,—after an hour from the chapter in the Y. Lady’s Friend, on divided family—the pleasures of renewed
interview
and
conversation
after
days
of
to
live
upon
the
fashion
of
the
times,
but
most delightfully spent in calling up reminis “ Behavior to Gentlemen.” It is rather dis
from the same causes. If the poor man
the end thereof is—disgusting to all sensible now could be made to understand the truth
cences of our school-boy days, and in making creditable to New England, that the impropri absence.
Behold the man of science drops the la folks, and ruinous to health, reputation and
mutual enquiries for, and imparting informa eties here spoken of are of so frequent oc
of this matter, he would soon make the bub
bors and painfulness of research ; closes his property.
currence
as
to
induce
the
author
to
occupy
a
ble burst ; but bewildered by want and the
tion respecting, those of our quondam school
volume, smoothes his wrinkled brows ;
It may seem right to a man—to attempt
mates, who have left the “homes of their page in warning her readers against them. leaves his study, and unbending himself, to obtain a livelihood without industry and attractions of a wretched purse of gold—
fathers” and are now located, some in the “ far The caution will hardly fail, however, wher stoops to the capacities, and yields to the economy, but the end thereof is—hunger finding also that the government, for corrupt
West/’ some in our commercial cities, and ever it is read, to eradicate the evil, for it is wishes and mingles with the diversions of and rags.
• , purposes, cry out gold and silver, he thinks
it must be the belter currency, when, in
Some in the lovely interior towns of glorious believed, that there are very few, who, after his children.
It may seem right to a man —to keep truth and fact it is the very worst as an ex
New-England,—our conversation closed with their attention had once been called in this “ He will not blush, that hath a father’s heart, constantly borrowing of his neighbors, and clusive currency.—When Jackson cried
never willing to lend, but the end thereof is out gold and silver and down with the
a promise, on my part, occasionally to send manner to the subject, would persist in or ad To take, in childish play, a childish part;
But bends his sturdy neck, to play the toy,
—very cross neighbors.
you, from my mountain home, communica vocate practices so manifestly improper.
Banks, he was honest—but as ignorant as a
That youth takes pleasure in, to please his boy. ”
It may seem right to a man—to be al horse on these matters. Those who had
“ If the natural feelings of modesty are not
tions on such topics as time and inclination
Take
the
man
of
trade
—
What
recon

ways trumpeting his own fame, but the end him in keeping, however, knew better, but
might lead me to cogitate upon, for publica sufficient to guard you from all personal fa ciles him to the toil of business ?
What thereof is—his fame dont extend very far.
miliarity with the young men of your ac
the rogues had a game to play for their own
tion in the columns of the hebdomadal over quaintance, let good breeding, and good taste, enables him to endure the fastidiousness and
It may seem right to a man—to trouble
which you preside.—I almost regret the en aid you in laying down rules for yourself on impertinence of customers ?
What re himself very much about his neighbors’ bu advancement, and have played it to the ru
When they cried out
gagement, for so many “ moons have waxed this head. Never join in any rude play s, that wards him for so many hours of tedious con siness, but the end thereof is—great negli in of the country.
gold and silver for electioneering purposes,
and waned” since I held the pen editorial, or, will subject you to being kissed or handled finement ? By and by the season of in gence of his own.
in any way by gentlemen. Do not suffer
and had all the indemnity gold coined into
indeed, since 1 have written any thing for the your hand to be held or squeezed, without tercourse will arrive ; he will behold the de
It may seem right to a man—to be con half eagles, and chinked them under the
sire
of
his
eyes
and
the
children
of
his
love,
stantly
slandering
his
neighbors,
but
the
end
public eye, that I scarce know how to begin showing that it displeases you by instantly
noses of the people, then, hoarding of gold
or what to say. But, as you were accustom withdrawing it. If a finger is put out to for whom he resigns his ease ; and in their thereof is—nobody believes any thing he commenced.
ed to exclaim in days gone by, on cer touch a chain that is round your neck, or a welfare and smiles he will find his recom says.
breast-pin that you are wearing, draw back, pense.
It may seem right to a man—to in
tain occasions, “ I hate apologies
and hav and take it off’ for inspection. Accept not
Cruel Sentence.—An odd circumstance,
Yonder comes the laborer—He has borne dulge his children in every thing, but the
ing thus, through you, introduced myself to unnecessary assistance in putting on cloaks, the burden and heat of the day; the de end thereof is—Tiis children will indulge the other day, (says Blackwood) threw all
Valenciennes into laughter. Two work
your readers, I am ready to give to them and shawls, over-shoes, or anything of the sort. scending sun has released him from his toil, themselves in dishonoring him.
men
in a " sugar Refinery quarrelled. In
Be
not
lifted
in
and
out
of
carriages,
on
or
you my thoughts on such subjects as may
It may seem right to a man—to put off the tussel, one threw the other head over
off a horse ; sit not with another in a place and he is hastening home to enjoy repose.
present themselves for consideration.
Half
way
down
the
lane,
by
the
side
of
every thing which ought to be done to-day heels, into a copper boiler of molasses«
that is too narrow ; read not out of the same
As we are not blessed with a Bookstore book ; let not your eagerness to see anything which stands his cottage, his children run to until to-morrow, but the end thereof is_ The half-suffocated man, scrambled out ; as
One he carries, and one he such things are not done at all.
in the vicinity of my residence, the purchase induce you toplace your head close to anoth meet him.
he naturally had no desire to hazard being
It may seem right to a man—to attempt
of a few volumes for my sisters and little er person’s. These, and many other little leads. The companion of his humble life
points of delicacy and refinement, deserve to is ready to furnish him with his plain repast. pleasing every body, but the end thereof is thrown in again, he ran to the house of the
brother is among the not-to-be-neglected be made fixed habits, and then they will sit
procureur. But he had bften completely
items on the leaves of my memorandum book, easily and gracefully upon you, heightening ,See his toil-worn countenance assume an air — be pleases nobody.
covered over with the sugary material;
of cheerfulness .' his hardships are forgotten ;
It may seem right to a man —to excel his and at every step he took it began to har
as often as I make my annual visit to the the respect of all who approach vou, and fatigue vanishes ; he seats himself and is
neighbors in extravagance and luxury, but
“ Literary Emporium.” Among those which operating as an almost invisible, though a ve satisfied. The evening fair, he walks with the end thereof is —he excels them in folly. den and whiten by the exposure to the air.
ry impenetrable fence, keeping off vulgar fa- 1
The day, too, was frosty, and he soon
I selected during my late peregrination there, miliarity, and that desecration of the person head uncovered around his garden—enters
It may seem right to a man—to take on seemed frosted all over. The populace, of
is the “ Young Lady's Friend,” by Mrs. Far- which has too often led to vice.”
’again, and retires to rest! and “ the rest of a ly one or two glasses of rum a day, but the
course, gathered round to ga?ie on the wonrar. I had
cn much said in its praise^
—- —
lfV4ftF^,<^i.w '’"inri'aD'iUctnC'A’i Ttifshonety awe1!- or.rt fkz>..j.z.r :r hg».Ti »J u A.U.. •n> - wwe
no wniw, dui sun, ancruerore ne reacnea me
that I improved the first leisure 'moments af- Tn the paragrapn jtisrqiroteuTmit ayoung la ling—who can be indifferent to thy com newspaper, but the end thereof is—that
procureur’s door, his limbs began to feel in
ter my return to give it a perusal, and never dy may under-value herself She must be on fort ? Peace be to this house.
man and all his family are totally ignorant fetters.
His legs first refused to move |
her
guard
in
the
store,
the
street,
the
public
was I better pleased with a volume ;—not
of the ordinary occurrences of the day.
“ Let not ambition mock their useful toil,
then his arms clung to his side; then he
Their homely joy and destiny obscure ;
It may seem right to a man—to obtain was unable to lift his hand to the knocker,
because it was the most learned work, or the meeting, &c. Repeated bursts of laughter,
grandeur hear with a disdainful smile,
his news by borrowing and stealing of his and was compelled to ask a by-stander to
most elegant, I had ever read,—but because loud talking, lounging, the interchange of Nor
The short and simple annals of the poor.”
neighbors, but the end thereof is—annoy knock for him. His ridiculous embarrass
it precisely answers the purpose for which it glances, winks, &c. are offences against deli
ance to his neighbors, and fraud upon the ment, bis rage and his congelation, kept the
was designed. It is a manual that should cacy, which, in these places, cannot fail to be
Purity of heart isofall others the most printer.
crowd in a perpetual roar.
The delay at
be found in every family where there are observed by others and cannot but prove det excellent as well as the most elevated vir
It may seem right to a man—to pay eveyoung ladies, that should be attentively and rimental to the character. But whether no tue.—And a Greek maid being asked what ery body before he pays the PRINTER and the magistrate’s door made him whiter and
stiffer, more angry and more ridiculous eve
frequently read by those to whom it is ad ticed by others or not, no young lady who fortune she would bring her husband ? An the MINISTER, but ihe end thereofis—he
ry moment. By the time he was let in, he
swered
truly
and
bravely,
‘
I
will
bring
him
regards
her
reputation
—
no
one
who
possesses
dressed—its maxims should be treasured up,
pays the most needy last—if he pays them was on the point of emulating Lot’s wife,
what
is
more
valuable
than
any
treasure,
a
at all 1
practised upon—it should be a standard below that delicacy which she ought to, and which
with only the difference between a pillar of
heart unspotted, and that portion of virtue
It may seem right to a man—to umrship sugar and a pillar of salt.
which no young lady should be willing to most do, possess and cherish, can fail, on a
He was a
without
a
stain,
which
was
all
that
descend

the creature more than the Creator, but the walking sweet meat of the largest dimen
fall.—It should be read by parents, too ;—it moment’s reflection, to feel and acknowledge ed to me from my parents.’
end thereofis—an idolater.
sions. Ina few minutes his only movable
will afford them a thousand useful hints, that their indelicacy and impropriety.
ft may seem right to a man—to be inces- organ was his tongue. The procureur or
“ Respect thyself” is a motto which should
will materially aid and assist them in the ar
Valuable Improvement.—-it is remarka
i
him to be boiled 1
duous and responsible duty of educating their be ever present in the mind of a young lady. ble that an invention far more valuable to santly occupied in ¿hoarding up the treas- dered
ures of this world, but the end thereof is—
:
I. — .-. 1 .... ..
,i ». ■
. . . L . ■ r C L Z.
.4 Z. Z. d V. zs .
daughters.-—It may, also, be profitably read 1 She may depend upon it that if she does not all who travel upon the seas, lakes, and he has none in the world to come.
The Ground Flea.—This insect is fre
_________________ _ __
1 ___
__ . possess anlCwnan/../
self-respect, c-kn
she vs,ill
will hn
be very li.fln
little vac*
res rivers of this great commercial country, and
by young gentlemen,
very many of/•_whom
need
To conclude—It may seem right to us— quently
<
very destructive to small plants. A
pected.
She
may
be
innocent
and
her
only
more
important,
on
the
score
of
humanity,
its plain, but salutary councils.—It is credita
to extend this discourse, at the expense of gentleman
i
informs us that cucumber and
ble to the taste of our people that the work failing thoughtlessness, but thoughtlessness is than any other devised by human ingenuity, the patience of the reader, but the end <other plants may be saved in the follow
should
remain
in
comparative
oblivion
and
no
apology
for
repeated
improprieties.
If
has so rapidly passed through several editions,
thereof is—here 1
ing manner. Raise the earth around the
and that so many thousand copies have been she would exert an influence for good on the neglect. We allude to that beautiful prep
hill just outside the plants, a little higher
aration
of
pulverized
cork,
for
seamen
’
s
A few days ago, a gentleman mounted on than the plants, then take fresh manure
disposed of by the publishers within a very other sex she must, by her conduct, command
and
passengers
matrasses
and
beds.
Will
few months. 1 trust that its circulation has their respect. Woman is loved for her puri it be believed that a matrass made of this a very fine active horse, overtook the dili from the barn yard and mix it with water,
but just commenced, and that thousands of ty, her modesty, her virtues—and the more material, weighing only twenty-five pounds, gence between Doullens and Aimens, and making a thick liquid substance, pour this
copies will yet be scattered far and wide— exalted is her character, the more is she res cannot be sunk by the weight of seven men ? unexpectedly recognized an old friend in on the hill till the plants are entirely cover
finding their way into every “ nook and cor pected and the more irresistible is her influ And that one or two persons might float side. After congratulating each other on ed, and as the water subsides the manure
the agreeable surprise, a conversation was
on it in the midst of the ocean, with as great kept up between the two acquaintances for will stick to the plants and prevent the dep
ner” of our country. When a really good ence.
redations of this mischievous insect. The
There can be dignity without haughtiness ; security from drowning, as if he were on
and valuable book is issued from the press,
a considerable time, but frequently inter middle of the day is the best time for this
board
a
ship
?
Yet
such
is
a
fact,
as
de

reserve
without
taciturnity
;
delicacy
with

and more especially when that book is the
rupted by the necessity of the horseman’s
The beds, making room for other carriages passing operation, as the insects are then at work.
production of an American author, let us re out affectation ; a high tone of moral senti monstrated by experiment.
Yankee Farmer.
ward the labor and the talent employed in ment and at the same time vivacity and cushions, &c., made of this preparation of along the road. At length another person
cork,
are
more
elastic,
soft
and
comfortable
Remedy against Ants.—Accident has fur
in the diligence, after admiring the beauty
its preparation—let us show that we value it, cheerfulness. It is easy, while young, from
than those of the best hair, and have the su
—let us, by giving extraordinary encourage mere thoughtlessness, to tall into habits, perior advantage of never becoming matted. and action of the horse, and observing up nished an excellent receipt for destroying
ants. A merchant, whose warehouse was
ment to literary works ot a moral tendency, that may lay the foundation for hours ofbit- Every ship and steamboat should immedi on the inconvenience and risk the rider sus infested by these destructive insects, remark
of r useful character, endeavor to bring out terness and sorrow in after years,—it is equal ately substitute them for all others, and ev tained, very politely offered to change pla ed on a sudden that they had deserted one
the talents of those who are qualified ly easy, in the spring time of life, to cultivate ery passenger going to sea should purchase ces with him, in order that he might con particular room, and observation having con
verse more freely with his friend, and to vinced him that the circumstance was caus
to enrich our literature and improve our those graces which shall command respect, one.—New Era.
ride the animal to Amiens. This offer be ed by a barrel of fish oil, which had been pla
character,—while at the same time we ad and ensure permanent felicity and serenity.
ing gratefully accepted, he dismounted and ced there, he tried the experiment of placing
—
The
largest
volume
extant
is
but
a
combi

New Press.—The Northampton Courier entered the diligence, while the complaisant some of the oil around the plants in his gar
minister a pointed rebuke to those who are
filling the shelves of our booksellers and the nation and arrangement of small particles of says a new power printing press has been stranger vaulted into the saddle, and prov den, when he found it produced the effect of
pages of our Magazines, with tales remarka type-metal,—the derangement of a single invented by Mr. Levi Pratt, an ingenious ed himself a skilful equestrian, by display driving the ants from the place in a few
hours.—French paper.
ble only for their sickening sentimentality,— page and often of a single letter mars the young man, who has for some years been ing to the utmost advantage all the powers
employed in that office. It possesses more and graces of the animal. Sometimes he
beauty
and
lessens
the
value
of
the
whole
immoral and debasing in their influence,—
The Big Ship.----- We learn from compe
simplicity of movement, power of machine
base mixtures made up in the proportions of work ;—so with human life, it is made up of ry and rapidity of execution, than any press was galloping gaily in advance, sometimes tent authority that the great ship “Pennsyl
pacing
beside
the
carriage,
and
then
in
order
small
events
—
of
little
incidents
—
upon
these
an ounce of wheat to a pound of chaff.
vania,” now on the stocks at the Philadelphia
the editor has yet seen. The whole opera
I have said that the education ofdaughters depend the character—the usefulness—the tion of applying and distributing the ink, ob to give the horse wind, dropping into a slow Navy Yard, will be launched early in July.
trot, and remaining in the rear. After a The exact day has not yet been determined
is an arduous and a responsible duty. There happiness. A slight deviation from the path taining the impression and moving the ma time, however, neither man nor horse were on.
She was finished a fortnight ago, and
of
rectitude
or
propriety
often
blasts
the
chinery, is performed by turning a crank. to be seen, and whether the horse ran away the only difficulty now is, in sawing off the
is not in the whole catalogue of human obliga
tions one more responsible, more transcend fairest prospects—crushes the fondest hopes. It will probably be afforded for half the with the rider, or the rider with the horse, heads of a number of piles that were driven
H.
ordinary price of power presses, and will has not been ascertained, although no doubts into the bed of the river several years ago,
ently important,—nor should the perplexities,
throw off three or four impressions to one of are entertained as to the latter being the for the purpose of constructing a wharf.
-,
Caledonia
Co.
Vt.
anxieties and. labors that are incident to its
The tides of this spring have been remarka
the common hand press.
fact, for the must extensive inquiries have bly high, and occasioned much additional
rightful performance ever be permitted to
Theodore S. Fay, Esq. who went out to
not discovered the slightest trace of either difficulty in cutting away the poles. A ma
discourage or to lead to the slackening of London as Secretary of Legation to the U.
A Man Radish.—The Franklin (Tenn.)
chine, however, has been invented, which
well directed efforts in the prosecution of States embassy, has been transferred to a Review says a singular curiosity is now in of them.—French paper.
cuts them off at considerable depth under
this great object—they should be met cheer similar situation at Berlin, ôn account of his the possession of Mr. H. H. Hobbs of this
water : the obstacles, therefore, are now being
(t/^Oil
of
Penneroyal,
with
spermaceti
place.
It
is
a
radish
which
was
raised
on
health,
and
to
enable
him
to
have
free
access
fully, resolutely and with the most invinci
to certain literary facilities not otherwise to the farm of Mr. William Davis, in the exact and a little sweet oil mixed together and removed.—Philadelphia Enquirer.
ble determination to persevere.
shape of a man’s hand, fingers, thumb, palm rubbed upon the parts of the flesh exposed,
be obtained.
Curious I act. So scanty is the supply of
There are few, very few parents who are
and wrist, all complete, with the exception of is. said to be a remedy against the bite of
water in Paris, that Louis Phillipe has been
{f/^There were about one hundred and a slight twist on the fore finger, as though it Musquitos.
not solicitous to train up their children in the
Those who have occasion to heard to remark that he furnishes his navy
fifty Methodist ministers in attendance at the had suffered from the rheumatism—a very
right way,—to make them moral, accomplish Annual
Conferences held in Nantucket last likely case, judging from the cold spring we travel in or near the woods in the summer with wine at Toulon, at a less cost per gal
ed and useful members of community;—but week. They resolved not to meddle with have had. We challenge the world to go should supply themselves with this simple lon, than the price of Seine water in the
capital.
remedy.—Bangor Meeh. Far,
there are many whose management is not at the Abolition question.—Boston Post,
ahead of this !
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

1 H Passes to be,
d 11 find ü lo prove
™ %U-eew

SATURDAY, JULY 8, 1837.

From Florida.—A letter from an officer in J The following Order of Gov. Dunlap ig
Florida, dated June 12, speaking of the In-) well as far as it goes—but will President Van
MAIL ARTICLES.
dians decamping from Tampa Bay on the Buren back it up with the appropriation of
FOREIGN NEWS
2d says—“ The war has to be gone over a- $20,000 ?
IMPORTANT FROM TEXAS.
Later from England.—By the ship Parthe
gain.” “ It will not be at all surprising to
STATE OF MAINE.
By
the
arrival
of
the
sch.
Byron
from
Gal

non, which arrived here yesterday from Liv veston Bay, whence she sailed on the 17th
Head Quarters.
hear soon of some hprrid massacre.”
erpool, we are furnished with London pa inst. we are informed that Congress adjourn
Augusta, June 27, 1837.
pers to May 26, and Liverpool to the 27th. ed on the evening of that day, after a long
Small Notes in Virginia.—The House
Their contents are not important.
Delegates of Virginia have reconsidered
and protracted session.—Previous to their ad
GENERAL ORDER NO. 57.
The London Times of the 25th, says
their vote respecting a proposition to allow
they were in secret session, the
“ The abundance of money at the Stock Ex journment
the Banks to issue small notes, and have Fellow Soldiers :
change induces the apprehension that we results of which had not transpired when the
passed a bill, which authorises the Banks to > The soil
___of____
_ ____...................
sailed.
our ____
State has
been invaded !
may have a new influx of foreign securities, vessel
The publication of the Houston Tele
issue in one, two, and three dollar notes, two Qne op our citizens, while in the performance
and the exchanges once more turned against
and a half per cent upon the amount of their ; op duty required t>y law, was arrested within
us.
The remedy is easy and obvious graph has been suspended in consequence of
respective capital stocks, between this time L|ie tei.rilory oftyjaine, and carried to an adwant of ink.
enough, hut it is not easy to induce those theWe
informed by a passenger on board
and 1st of March and they are required to j jacenl foreign province, where he now re
who have the power to apply it. The bank the B. are
the town of Nashville has been ta
redeem them in specie after the 1st March,. lnaing incarcerated within the walls of*a pris
should bring the dead weight to market. ken andthat
sacked by the Cumanche Indians,
of paying twenty per cent [ on This is but a repetition of former acts
on the penaly of
This is so clear a policy, under present cir
thereon. The sum to be issued will amount of injustice, committed against our border in
cumstances, that were the Directors not de who massacred the few inhabitants that rehabitants, by the officers acting under the
from Alabama.— United States Senator.— to $156,000.
terred by the paramount consideration with i rnained. They can, it is said, bring fifteen
authority of the British province of New
them, of keeping up the amount of the divi thousand well armed warriors to the field. By the Tuscaloosa “ Flag ol the Union” of
Daring attempt to burn the Slate House.— Bru ns wick.
dend, there could be no doubt of their wil Their bravery and prowess have always put June 19, we are informed that his Excellen
The integrity of the State must be preserv
lingness to resort to it without delay, especi the Mexicans, even in the zenith of their cy Clement C. Clat, has been elected a Yesterday afternoon, about 2 o’clock, a lad
ally bound as they are to give all the assist power, in fear and trembling, whenever they member of the United States Senate for the named Warren Foster, 15 years of age, dis ed.—Maine looks to the General Govern
State of Alabama, to serve six years from the covered fire at the bottom of the flight of j ment for redress.
ance that may be required to the American made their appearance.
The number now engaged in devastating 4th of March last, vice Hon. John M’Kinley, stairs leading to the cupola of the State
Our citizens must be secure within our
houses. They cannot make money scarce
House. He had his little brother with him,' limits,
. ....... uand
_ it may be found ______
v to
necessary
by any arrangement out of doors, that would the frontiers of Texas is about 5,000, led on, resigned.
it
is
said,
hy
painted
white
men,
who,
being
and immediately returned down the flight of | [,rHJg forth military power to give that pronot be a breach of such implied engagements
u« .ithere“ iecfjOU lo whjc[j
are entitled.
on their part, and they could not reach the dissatisfied with the government, have joined
A serpent-tongued infant.—A queer story stairs leading from the dome. He
The Commander in Chief therefore calls
stock exchange by any other process what them, instigated and led them on to deeds of has been goin» the rounds of some of our found a person whom he informed of the
ever than that of selling public securities. At rapine and carnage.
newspapers, which had. its origin in Fall Riv fire, who went up and attempted to put it out, upon the Militia to hold themselves in readi
Several families, we are also informed, er. As the story goes—a child two years old, but finding he should not be able to master it, ness to obey such orders as the security of our
a fair price, the dead weight annuity would
find ready purchasers, and its introduction were murdered fifteen miles from Washing at Tiverton, has a serpent tongue, and hisses he went to the lower hall, where some car citizens and the honor of the State may re
would check at once the influx of foreign ton, and such was the apathy of the people in to all spectators admitted to its presence like penters were at work, told them of the fire, quire.
By the Commander in Chief,
stock, probably in some degree of American that town, that no steps were taken to arrest fifty full grown adders. The tongue or rath and they, with Mr. Brigham, one of the
their blood thirsty course.
A. B. THOMPSON, Adj. Gen.
er the substitute for that member, presents watchman of the State House, went up with
bank paper.”
President Houston has granted furloughs the appearance of the head and neck of a some buckets of water, (kept in readiness for
Letters from Liverpool speak rather more
favorably of the state of business there. to nearly all the efficient men composing the snake ! Such are the facts as originally re such an emergency,) and speedily extinguish
Summary of the condition of the Banks in
Some tolerably large sales of cotton had ta army of the Republic, until about the middle ported in the Fall River Patriot. The Bos ed the fire. Chipshad been piled endways Maine on the Saturday next preceding the
of
September,
and
in
case
of
not
returning
at
against
the
stairs
and
set
on
fire.
ken place, chiefly of American descriptions,
ton Herald in commenting upon this strange
first Monday in January, 1837.
The attempt seems to have been planned Capital Stock paid in,
and at previous quotations ; but they observe the time specified, are to forfeit all their lands, anomaly of nature, says that every circum
<5,226,700,00
and
other
privileges
and
emoluments
which
with
some
knowledge
of
circumstances,
but
that, without some improvement in the pri
1,912,418,00
stance mentioned in the Patriot goes to prove
Bills in circulation,
ces of cotton, the large holders will experi they now enjoy.
171,750,37
that /here was, in the child’s digestive passa was happily frustrated. A forcing pump is Net profits on hand,
As might be expected, the disbanding of ges, bona fide, a yellow, ring-necked serpent, placed in the building, which leads the wa Balances due other Banks,
ence considerable difficulty in meeting their
279,479,99
the army has given much dissatisfaction to and that when irritated or disturbed he thrusts ter up to the floor of the dome. The fire Cash deposited, &c. not bearing
obligations.—Boston Daily Adv.
the people, who from its absence are exposed his head out in the manner described by the was set at a point beyond the reach of this
1,242,540,00
interest,
From the East Indies.—By a late arrival we • to the incursions of the Indians and Mexi narrator. The great voracity at times, and pump, and at an hour, too, when few persons Cash deposited bearing interest, 422,737,27
cans.
visit
the
cupola.
We
understand
that
a
fire
the extreme emaciation of the child are but
have been favored with a file of papers pub
The army also appears to be dissatisfied the usual concomitants of the tape and other engine has been built, intended to be placed
Total amount due from the
lished at Singapore. We find them, like with
President
Houston
—
their
wish
was
to
9,255,625,70
those nearer home, filled with complaints of attack, and if possible, take Matamoras, but worms. The wild and fierce expression of in the dome, which, connected with the sta
Banks,
the countenance takes place in consequence tionary forcing pump, will carry the water
the decline of trade and scarcity of money.
387,160,65
Gold,
Silver,
&c.
in
the
Banks,
President H. would not accede to their de of irritation of the stomach from starvation; to the cupola.—Boston Daily Adv. oj Ithinst.
From New Zealand.—There has been a mand, and hence their discontent.
129,831,46
Real
Estate,
and from other causes. Its preference of
dreadful slaughter and destruction of proper
207,907,83
Bills
of
Banks
in
this
State,
New Orleans Courier, 22d June.
New
Hampshire.
—
The
Legislature
of
New
milk—of which snakes are fond—to other
ty, committed by the natives of Waikatto,
58,699,00
I
Bills
of
Banks
elsewhere,
kinds of food is another reason to induce us Hampshire on Friday , last made choice of
Matamata and Touranga, at Maketu, where
Troubles in Canada. — The weather is get to believe that it was a distinct personage Moses C. Pillsbury, Esq. to be warden of the Balances due from other Banks, 650,962,67
Richard Jones, Esq., M. C. ofSydney, had an ting warm in Lower Canada, and the people
Due to the Banks excepting the
establishment, which was totally burnt down, are getting so hot, that there is a fair proba that had taken up his abode, where in the State Prison. He formerly held the same
balances,
7,821,023,64
office,
but
has
since
held
a
similar
office
in
pressure
of
the
times,
it
might
find
food
and
and upwards of one hundred tons of flax de bility that John Bull will have his hands full
Total amount of Resources---------------the
Prison
at
Weathersfield,
in
Connecticut,
lodging
;
in
which
act,
he
has
also
shown
stroyed and carried away. The fierce as of employment. Mr. Papineau is rallying the
of the Banks,
9,255,594,25
sailants were eight hundred well armed men, Canadian French in all directions, and many tlje wisdom of a serpent, if not the harmless to which his son has succeeded. Mr. Pills
bury
was
chosen
on
the
second
ballot
by
128
Summary
of
the
condition
of
the
Banks in
together with numerous slaves without arms, meetings are called “ to protest against the ness of a dove I Besides, monstrosities or
-the
}
while the defenders did not amount to more atrocious measures of coercion which Lord mother’s pranks are but faint resemblances, votes. Franklin Symonds had 83, and there Maine on the Saturday next preceding
first Monday of June, 1837.
than one hundred and twenty, including John Russell and the British aristocracy are partaking in part of the qualities of both bo were 16 scattering.—ib.
5,455,650,00
Capital Stock paid in,
The savages soon preparing for this democratic Colony, and dies—of the organ of which it is the substi
women and children,
126,552,22
Sch. Ceylon, Capt. Airey, of Bucksport, Net profits on hand,
cleared every obstacle, killing every man to take measures for the defence of the rights tute, or of which it forms a part, and of the
1,523,085,00
they came across, and making prisoners of and liberties of the people, now on the point impress on the mind of the mother from some Me. arrived at this port on Friday afternoon, Bills in circulation,
302,924,83
foreign body.—N. Y. Express.
from St. John, N. B. via Lubec, with forty Balances due to other Banks,
the women and children. The unfortunate of being annihilated.”
Cash
deposited,
&c.
not
bearing
four
emigrant
passengers.
She
was
seized
victims were dragged from their houses ; and
The shouts of “ Vive Papineau” attend
1,098,754.05
Specie paying Banks—The Washington the same night, on suspicion of attempting
interest,
while held down by the legs and arms, to Papineau; wherever he goes. Banners, lau
prevent resistance, savagely butchered with rels, and the ladies await the presence of this Globe publishes, for party purposes, a list of to land her passengers contrary to law, and isi Cash deposited bearing interest, 482,093,77
tomahawks. Quarters and heads of men lay happy Papineau. On leaving the village of Specie paying banks. Amongst them the now in possession of the Revenue Cutter.
Total amount due from the
Boston Pat.
scattered about in every direction ; while the St. Benoit, the 14th ultimo, this “ O’Connell Roxbury Bank at Roxbury, and the Yar
8,939,059,88
Banks,
exulting yells of the conquering party added, of Lower Canada” was escorted to St. Schol- mouth Bank at Barnstable, (the Globe proba
if possible, to the surrounding honors. This astique in a procession composed of ninety- bly means the Barnstable Bank at Yarmouth,)
The Cincinnati Whig states that a $100 Gold, silver, &c. in Banks,
303.954,07
party had also, on their why to Maketu, fal two carriages, exclusive of the cavalcade, in this slate are mentioned. The value and hjll of the Pennsylvania U.'S. Bank, was put Real Estate,
135,263,24
importance
of
the
list
may
be
judged
from
len in with thirteên of another hostile tribe, each “ richly set off by flags bearing devices
up at auction the other day at Memphis, Ten Bills of Banks in this State,
111,105,99
the
fact,
that
the
Roxbury
Bank
has
never
eleven of whom they murdered, and feasted and mottos suited to the occasion.”
nessee, and was sold for TWO HUNDRED
34,943,00
been in operation, and if the Barnstable Bank AND FIFTY DOLLARS, payable in Mis Bills of Banks elsewhere,
on their flesh, which they baked in ovens.
471,250,53
Balances
due
from
other
Banks,
A*. Y. Express.
pays specie, it must be whilst the cashier is sissippi paper. This is the monster that the
The establishment of Mr. Scott had also been
Due to the Banks, excepting bal
asleep.—Boston Transcript.
plundered of a considerable quantity of cloth
Globe has declared to be insolvent.
ances,
7,532,542,66
Gen.
Jackson,
on
the
16th
ult.,
was
in
ing and cooking utensils, by a party of Tou- Much ' II . in trnnd hAMllh. hui hurl snirit«s.
lAiiBùe ’’isiaïiii’ nave nominefteef
t-.-«
ofthc Resources
tribe had been killed by those upon whom in that district, and no man can be brought Pearce and William Sprague as candidates vious motives, to'raViy“ anc/'put* on * the best
of the Banks,
8,989,059,88
to oppose him. Mr. J. Hall had his courage to Congress. The Whigs of Rhode Island possible face on the affairs generally, but it is
vengeance was taken.— Philad. Gazette.
screwed up to the opposing point, but in a have «nominated Joseph L. Tillinghast of evident gloomy anticipations are generally
DIVIDENDS, &c. &c.
Amount of last semi-annual divi
[From the N. Orleans True American, June 17.] short ride through the district, he found he Providence, and Robert B. Cranston of New indulged.—A*. Y. Star.
would hardly be seen in the race, and he port. The nominations were made at New
dend,
189,679 30
Mexico.—Gen. Montezuma is in active re backed
Some suppose that this visit of port, where a Convention of both parties
The New York American says a great Amount of reserved profits,
63,166 03
bellion against the President and authorities Gen. J. out.
Nashville is preparatory to his ta were assembled.
number of the clerks in mercantile houses Debts due, and considered as
of Mexico. He has issued a proclamation king thetofield
himself against Mr. B.
doubtful.
have been compelled to enlist in the army
34,578 26
and called the people “ to arms.” The troops
for the pay of6 or 7 dollars a month, food Amount of bills in circulation unof General Bravo have been despatched to
Fatal
Experiment.
—
We
learn
from
Briggs
’
Dinner to Mr. Ewing.—The people of
der
$5,
and
clothing.
38,528 00
put down this new rebellion.
Ohio, whose voice was disregarded by their Bulletin, that a man named Jones, while try
Legislature in superceding Mr. Ewing in the ing some experiment with a stone tied round
The Kennebec Journal, in commenting
The New York Mercantile says that a
Late from Mexico.—By schooner Cora, Senate of the U. S., invited him to a public his neck, was drowned ! There were a num
Capt. Delvaille, which left Matamoras on the dinner at Chillicothe, on the 9th ult. The ber of persons witnessing bis feat, but his re great many individuals now in that city, have upon the monstrous doctrine of the Argus,
11 th June, private letters have been received, number of persons present was estimated at maining for a longer time under water than no where to lay their heads, and sleep about that a “ Judge of Probate floes right, and de
serves the thanks of his political friends,” in
which state that the appearance of the A- 1500. The speech of Mr. E., in answer to a was supposed possible for one to sustain life, on the docksand steps and under sheds.
giving all the Probate advertisements to a
merican fleet off that port, had created con complimentary toast, was one of great abili led those on the bridge to search for him,
The “ Experiment” is producing sad ef partizan paper, says :—
siderable alarm among the inhabitants, who ty, and is to be published. Subjoined is a and he was taken up dead. Means were
“ Here is the spoils doctrine laid down
fects at the West. The number of steam
fearful of an attack had packed up all their toast sent by Mr. Clay, which will find a res used to resuscitaie him, but in vain.
boats out of employ on the Ohio river is esti broadly, and broadly enough we should
valuables for a move—that 1080 troops, with ponse in the heart of every man who loves
Boston Adv.
Think of it—a judicial officer, a
two 24 pounders, were ordered to hold them his country.
mated at 125. Forty one steamboats are laid think.
Judge of the Probate Court, required to ex
selves in readiness for immediate service in
Extraordinary.—A flock of sheep, 64 in up at the single port'of Pittsburg.
By
Henry
Clay
—
A
return
of
faithful
pubert his authority to sustain a party press, in
case of an attack. This fear was happily
number, belonging to Mr. Edmund Clark, of
dispelled by Gen. Filosola and the American lie servants from banishment and exile frorn New Milford, Conn, were every one of them
Four of the Hudson river steam boats have all cases at the expense of the widow and the
the
public
councils
of
the
faithless.
Consul who repaired together on board the
killed by a single flash of lightning a few stopped running, and there is but one Daily orphan.”
Baltimore Chronicle.
Constellation, Com. Dallas’s flag ship, where
days since. They were under a tree which line ; the night line has but few passengers.
Notwithstanding the apparent intention of
matters were adjusted satisfactorily.
was struck, and the entire flock was stricken
Small notes in Virginia.—The House of dead
F. O. J. Smith,our present Representative to
The Government troops had an engage
by
the
same
boll
—
several
of
them
be
Flag
Staff.
—
The
city
authorities
of
Boston
and would be Governor of our
ment with Montezuma, and completely de Delegates of Virginia have reconsidered their ing found standing dead on their feet.
have just erected a lofty and elegant Flag Congress,
Slate,
to
muzzle
our press and stop the cir
feated him, as we are informed ;in that case, vote respecting a proposition to allow the
N.
Y.
Gaz.
Staff, in a conspicuous place, on the Com culation of the Portland
as he has
by the next arrivals, a good supply of specie Banks to issue small notes, and have passed
mon near the Pond. It is 120 feet in height, that of the Courier—and Advertiser,
a
bill,
which
authorises
the
Banks
to
issue
in
is threatening to do
may be here expected.
and
intended
as
an
object
to
test
the
power
A
Hoax.
—
A
miserable
hoax
was
perpetra

with several other of the whig papers, we
It was thought the Julius Caesar would one, two and three dollar notes, two and a
upon the editors of the Van Buren papers of new Engines instead of the vane of the have, by an accommodation with the officer
not be released, being a lawful prize, as she half per cent, upon the amount of their res ted
City
Hall
hitherto
used
for
that
purpose,
to
in
Ohio,
a
few
days
since,
in
the
shape
of
an
pective capital stocks, between this time and
who attached it, been enabled to rescue it
had munitions of war on board.
account, purporting to be from the office of the annoyance of those who frequent State
Nothing had transpired in regard to the 1st of March—and they 'are required to re the Washington Globe, of a general “blow street. The Staff will also serve the pur from his grasp, to await a trial at the Su
deem them in specie after the 1st of March,
probable fate of the Champion.
pose of bearing the National star-spangled preme Judicial Court, in November next, to
About 600 troops had arrived at Matamo on the penalty of paying twenty per cent, up” in the Cabinet, by the resignation of banner on all public occasions, and as such is which Court the writ is returnable, and at
Messrs.
Forsyth
and
Poinsett.
The
best
of
thereon.
The
sum
to
be
issued
will
amount
which we hope to have justice administered
ras from the interior—but desertions from the
the joke is, that the papers taking the story a desirable acquisition to their elegant Com by an impartial jury of our country— unless
ranks were alarmingly frequent—on one oc to $156,000.
mon.—Express.
for
granted,
abused
these
gentlemen
most
its streams, corrupted by garbled extracts,
casion 60 men went off in a body. It was
shamefully, while they lauded Van indis
false statements and inflammatory articles,
difficult, ifnot impossible to check this evil —
At a late election in Mobile, the rival can criminately. They were awful wolfish up
Practical
Punning.
—
The
Norfolk
Demo

circulated by the plaintiff or his sattelites,
as the sentinels at the outposts often aban didates generously opened one of the public
crat says “ The people have this year gone to through the columns of the Argus and other
doned their duty and went off into the woods houses for the entertainment of their friends. on discovering the cheat.—Bangor Whig.
ploughing.” Very true, says the Wheeling corrupt sources, should prevent it.
with a view probably to join the insurgents. —They were a little surprised when, in read
the afternoon of Thursday, 15th ult. Times, in reply, the people do the ploughing
A*. O. Adv. June 20th.
Portland Adv.
ing over their separate bills, they found the theOn
of Mr. John Swan, of Phillipston, and the sowing, while the government does
From San Luis Potosi.—Gen.1 Montezuma following item. “ To silver spoons stolen by Ms. house
the harrowing.—Next fall the Government
was
struck
by
lightning
and
his
wife
in

Rather Foggy.—There is nothing like go
having joined the insurgents who were in constituents, $40.”
stantly killed.—The electric fluid passed will do the reaping ; and at the next election ing ahead when one’s “ hand is in,” as the
favor of the old constitution of 1824, sallied
the
people
will
do
the
thrashing.
down the chimney, into a room in which
hungry say to the carver when they intend to
from San Luis on the 26th May at the head
Mr. Clayton, the celebrated aeronaut, pro
be particularly polite. The Hon. F. O. J.
of 280 cavalry. They were attacked by the posed making his eleventh serial voyage from were the deceased, three children of the de
ceased, and two or three other individuals,
A Valuable Couple.—There resides in one Smith of the State of Maine, or the disputed
government troops and entirely routed, leav Cincinnati, on the 4ih inst.
He says of his
ing dead on the field Montezuma himself, 7 balloon,—“ This new aerostatic vessel con all of whom were knocked down and stun- of the interior counties of this State, a man Territory, which the Dutch King so equally
other officers and sixty soldiers, beside many tains upwards of one thousand yards of Pon ned. The lightning passed out of the win- and his wife, who have eighteen children liv divided between John Bull and Brother Jon
wounded. The whole army of the insur geesilk ;and will require, for the generation dow without doing any other serious dam- ing, all of them married, and having amongst athan, to the unaccountable displeasure of
age.
them eighty-two children, so that the united Uncle Sam, not content with an action for
gents was dispersed or destroyed.
of the necessary quantity of gas to inflate it,
household is one hundred and twenty. Truly, damages in the sum of $5000 against the
Six hundred infantry had surrendered to the following amount of materials : two tons
proprietors of the Portland Courier for re
The people seem to be somewhat pushed here is a goodly train.—A*. Y. Express.
the government troops, among them are Ra weight of sulphuric acid, two tons of iron
publishing an article touching his solvency*
for change. A contribution was taken up at
mon Ugarte and all the chiefs of the insur borings, and nearly ten tons of w’ater.”
One dollar bills of the South Bank, Boston, from a New Hampshire paper, has brought
a public meeting in Nashua, lately, and arection.— ib.
mong the contents of the box was an iron altered to 10’s and 50’s are in circulation. another action against the Portland Adverti
Nobody gets specie now but office holders half dollar, a dozen buttons, three brass The figures are pasted on, and can be easily ser for $10,000 damages for republishing another article from the Boston Atlas. This
Another Suspension.—The Emperor of to whom it is worth ten per cent, premium, watch keys, a box of anti-bilious pills, (a bot detected.
really is a queer way of going to work. It
China has issued a decree, forbidding any of and whose salaries are increased thereby just tle of drops would have been better in taste)
A Florida volunteer, says the with other “ unconsidered trifles.”
his subjects to part with any specie in pay so much.
A shocking case of infanticide occurred in is indicting the “ Accessary after the fact,”
ment to a Barbarian for opium or other goods. Philadelphia Herald, lately paid off, stated to
A*. H. Statesman.
Northampton, Mass., the other day. An old before the fact is proved or the principal
us yesterday, that the company he belonged
Porker, the mother of nine lovely shoats, ate found guilty.—Boston Transcript.
Editorial Convention.—A Convention of them all up at one meal.
The Belfast (Ireland) Whig says, that the to were paid off in out-landish bank bills—
The Bangor House Case.—We learn from
father and mother of Gen. Jackson resided one $50 bill of which he had to sell in Balti the Editors of North Carolina is to meet at
the Post, that the award in the ease of the
only a few miles from that place, before their more at 50 per cent, discount. We know Raleigh on the first Monday in September.
Four
pence
half
penny
and
nine
penny
this
individual,
and
fully
credit
what
he
emigration to America.
Bangor House Proprietors vs. M. S. Wood,
The Mormon Prophet.—The‘trial of this bits it is said are soon to be changed in value was as follows :
states. Comment is unnecessary.
individual, on a charge of inducing two of to five and ten cent pieces. Those who
To Mr. Wood, eighteen months rent of
The distress in the Highlands and islands
his followers to destroy the life of a Mr. New- have them on hand had better set them in premises : $4000, a promissory note given to
ofScotlaml was increasing, at the last ac
Freights have never been as low in this all, has resulted in a verdict of acquittal.
motion.—Bangor Meeh. Far.
the proprietors ; half the amount of taxes on
counts, although great efforts had been made country as they are at present. A large ship
premises ; $1700 for use and depreciation of
to relieve it. The want of sustenance, &c. was taken up a few days since to take a load
“ Signs of the Times.”—Ship Jane, at Bal
We
understand
that
the
throat
distemper
furniture j $500 costs, amounting in all to
had produced sickness of various descrip of staves to Cadiz, for three hundred and fif timore, from Cadiz, has brought back her
tions, which aggravated the sufferings of the ty dollars. Most of the foreign vessels are outward cargo of cocoa, (800,000 lbs.) Lima is very prevalent and fata] in North Yar- between $8000 and $10,000.
mouth among the children. Five were lost
To the Proprietors $85, and half the costs
inhabitants.
going away in ballast.—A*. Y. Express.
wood, copper, &c.
from one family.—-Portland Trans.
of reference.—Portland Adv.
From Washington.—The Washington cor
respondent of the Baltimore Patriot, under
date of Tuesday, says that the mandamus
case will probably occupy the Circuit Court
for the remainder of the week. Mr. Coxe,
of counsel for the relators, made a long and
masterly speech to-day, in reply to the argu
ments of Messrs. Kendall and Butler, and
handled without gloves both the “ Execu
tive officers,” as Kendall ridiculously persists
in calling himself, and his pliant advocate,
the Attorney General.
1 hope this able
speech will be published. He tore to pieces
and trampled in the dust the arrogant preten
sions of these sticklers for executive suprem
acy. Mr. Key will reply to Mr. Coxe to
morrow ; and it is expected Mr. Reverdy
Johnson will follow.
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Latest from Mexico.—-We are indebted to i We publish the following little story for
Fist of Fetters
the politeness of Captain Collins, of the brig (the benefit of all females who pretend to high Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk, fâ"A CERTAIN CURE FOR THE
Opelousas, arrived yesterday from Vera ( accomplishments and possess a great deal of
Maine, June 30, 1837.
SATURDAY, JULY 8, 1837.
Cruz, for files of papers of that city to the false pride. It is from the Haverhill Gazette :
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
HIS filthy and infectious disorder* be it
- — J2th June, inclusive. The Opelousas sailed | “ A young lady of high accomplishments,
ILLIAM COLE, 3d, Christopher
Great Public Meeting.—A
. very large on t|ie 14(h, and has on board $131,000 in (and no pride) in absence of the servant, stepever so inveterate, may be cured in
Chackford, Samuel H. Carpenter, Mrs.
meeting of the citizens of New York, friend- specie, consigned to different houses in this ped to the door on the ringing of the’ beh,
one hour’s application by the use of
Susan Colman,—Thomas Dorman, Mrs. Ly
ly to the elevation of Daniel Webster to the c‘byly.
' l.’.L announced a visit from one of her ad- dia Durrell, Miss Mary Dorman,—-Oliver
which
DUMFRIES’ OINTMENT.
Presidency, was held at Masonic Hall, in that
Gom. Dallas has forwarded despatches to mirers.. On entering, the beau, glancing at Freeman, Asa Fairfield,—George Gage, GillIt is unrivalled for the pleasantness, ease,
the U. S. Government.
the harp and piano, which stood in the apart- patrick & Davis, Mrs. Sophia Gillpatrick, expedition, safety, and certainty, with
city, on Wednesday evening 28th June. The
The message of President Bustamente was nient, exclaimed, ‘ I thought I heard music— Miss Sarah Goodwin.
which it produces a perfect cure of this dis
meeting was organized by the choice of a sent to the assembled- Congress
Mexico( on
{< which
' ’ instrument were you performing,
---- o---- —of---------H. I. J. K. L. M.
ease. The Ointment is known to be so
President, sixteen Vice Presidents and two on the 1st of June. It speaks in rather a [i Miss ?’ ‘ On the gridiron, sir, with the acPeter S. Holden, Edmund Hill, 2, Samuel
au “!’ .vpii™
replied Hart, Thacher Huff, Mrs. Mary T. Hatch, certain and expeditious in its operation, as
Secretaries. An Address to the People ami a specific tone towards the United States. Af-1 companiment of the fryingy ppan
ter declaring that harmony prevailed in the ; she, ‘ my mother is without help, and she Mrs. Mary Jane Hill,—Dominions Kimball, to effect a cure in one hour’s application
series of Resolutions were reported and re relations of Mexico with foreign nations, the
’ I must learn to Unger these instru Miss Sarah B. Kingsbury,—Jeremiah Lord, only ! without any hazard of taking cold,
says that
ceived with great favor. All were animated message continues thus:
ments sooner or later, and I have this day G. & I. Lord, Capt. William Lord, 3, Wil as the composition does not contain the
by an excellent spirit, although a portion of
“ From this pleasing perspective which I commenced taking a course of lessons.’
liam A. Lord, John G. Little, Elijah Little least particle of mercury, or any other dan
those present disapproved the call of the have traced of our foreign relations, 1 have
field, Theodore Littlefield, 3d,—Benj. Mar gerous ingredient ; it may be applied with
That person may be safely set down as a ble, Miss Olive Mitchell.
meeting, believing that the proper time has to except the conduct observed by the gov
perfect safety in the state of pregnancy, and
ernment of the United States. The law, nev bad member of society, who would array one
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
even to children at the breast.
not yet arrived for the whigs to bring for ertheless, which authorizes the republic to
class of citizens against another,—the rich
Capt. Peleg Nelson,—Capt. Jeremiah Paul,
Û?* Price 37 1-2 cents a box^^ with
ward their candidate for the next Presidency. act on the claims of that government, and to against the poor, or the poor against the rich Charles
Pishon, Miss Mary Parsons, Hall
One of the resolutions adopted declares, that take proper measures for the national safety —the professional man against the mechanic, Roberts, Miss Sarah Read,—Elias Stevens, ample directions.
while the meeting, in the existing state of if satisfaction should not be given by us, in or the mechanic against the professional man Mrs. Mary Suel.
me to hope not without good ground —the merchant against the farmer or the far
DUMFRIES’ HIGHLY APPROVED
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
things, express their preference for Mr. duces
that our relations with the neighboring repub mer against the merchant—the old against
David
M.
Taylor,
Jacob
B.
True,
—
Rev.
G.
Webster, they do not mean to separate them lic will be re-established. In the contrary the young, or the young against the old. All
W. Wells, Capt. Daniel Wise, jr., Capt. Josh
selves from their political friends at home or case, the nation will place itself in an attitude occupations must be pursued, and every cit ua Wakefield, Mrs. Sarah B. Watts, Mrs. rjlHlS safe and powerful wash for sore
izen, whatever his occupation (except that of Lydia C. Wilson.
elsewhere, but are determined to abide the demanded by its dignity and its honor.”
JL
or inflamed Eyes, stands pre-emi
48 Letters.
JAMES OSBORN, P. M.
result of a National Convention on that ques
Concerning the internal situation of the the idler,) and whatever his age, can be of
nent among the multitude of ordinary prep
service to his neighbor and is in a measure
arations for this purpose. The most obsti
tion, or to adopt any other course which a nation, the President says :
dependent upon others—and no possible
Fist of Fetters
“ Although good order and peace prevail good can follow the engendering of bad feel Remaining in the Post Office at North Ber-i nate as well as the more slight inflamma
majority of the Whigs in Congress may rec
almost the whole extent of the ing, and setting a whole community by the
tions of that delicate organ, yield to this
wick, Me. June 30, 1837.
ommend their political friends to pursue, in throughout
republic, it is painful for me to except the de
highly approved Eye Water, which will
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
order to produce a fair expression of the sen partments of Texas and California, and a ears ; least of all, by publishing petty quarrels
and individual bickerings to the world. Some
ndrew
A
ustin
,
ä
Berwick, Jedidiah brace and restore the tone of the diseased
timents of the Whig party on this subject.
small portion of that of San Luis. The gov people seem to glory in their own shame—•
Allen, Sanford, Benjamin Applebee,— parts. On recent sore eyes, the effect is
ernment is unceasingly occupied in directing
it may be asked, when will the foolish
Robert Brown, John J. Butler, Berwick,—
highly salutary, and in cases of years
“ Glorious Victory.”—An election for measures calculated to insure success to the and
learn wisdom ?—Bangor Republican.
John Chase,—Isaiah Fry,—Susan Gray, Han standing, the most unexpected relief has” been
¿Mexican
arms,
and
to
restore
to
the
repub

the choice of Member of Congress, to fill the
nah Goodwin, Berwick.
received, after other applications of inferior
vacancy occasioned by the death of Francis lic its most remote limits to the territory of
A wife, who is only mistress of a frivolous
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O. P.
Texas.”
efficacy had failed. Those who use it pro
style
of
conversation,
is
a
poor
companion
Daniel
Hodsdon,
John
M.
Hanson,
Berwick,
J. Harper, took place in the third Congress
[To the editors of the Bee.]
over a dull fire in a long winter’s evening, Jacob Heard, Sanford,—James Johnson, Me- nounce it to be one of the best preparations
ional district in Pennsylvania, on Thursday,
hitable Johnson, Henry N. Johnson, Asa Joy, for those complaints they ever met with, es
Sir :—The U. States squadron, consisting unless her husband be as foolish as herself.
last week, and resulted in the success of the of the following ships of war, anchored off’
—Mary Meader,—Joan M. Pray, Almeda pecially in obstinate cases of soreness and
inflammation.
whig candidate (Charles Naylor) by a majori Brasses de St. Jago on the 8ih ult. viz :
John H. Slack announces, in the National Parsons, Berwick, Mary Parshley, Berwick.
Q. R. S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
U. S. Frigate Constellation, bearing the Intelligencer, that he has purchased the prem
Price 25 cents a bottle, with directions.
ty of231 votes. This district is composed of
broad pennant ofCom. A. J. Dallas.
Anna Remick, Robert Ricker, Thomas
ises late the property of the Bank of Colum
----- ALSO—
the Philadelphia Northern Liberties and oth
U. S. Ship Concord, Capt. M. Mix, 200 of bia, in Georgetown, District of Columbia, for Roberts, Berwick,— Paul Tibbits, Berwick,
OZ
’
The
celebrated
CAMBRIAN
er parts of Philadelphia County, and has been ficers and men.
25 letters.
a “ select classical Male Seminary.” He has Daniel Tibbits, Berwick.
TOOTH
ACHE
PILLS,
which
give im
U. S. Ship Natchez, Capt. Wm. Mervine, probably concluded to remove his Canada
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
a strong-hold of Jacksonism. In 1834, the
mediate relief without the least injury to
College to the Ten miles Square, and may
Van Buren candidate for Congress was elect 200 officers and men.
the Teeth. On trial this will be found one
Fist of Fetters
U. S. Ship St. Louis, Capt. Thomas Paine, tender his valuable services to Congress, as
ed by a majority of 1157 votes, and last No 200 officers and men.
Director General of Congressional Eloquence Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk of the best remedies for this painful com
vember, Mr. Harper (V. B.) was chosen, after
port, July 1, 1837.
U. S. Ship Boston, Lieut. Com. F. Eagle, and Polite Literature.
plaint. Price 50 cents a box, with direc
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
a hard contest, by a majority of 83 votes. At 175 officers and men.
tions.
EAMIAH AMES,—George W. Bryon,
the late election, the Van Buren party sup
(Qr^The publication of the Portland Cou
3,—Asa Durrill,—Oliver Freeman,—
The
Texian
government
have
ordered
a
ported one of their strongest and most popu
rier, (Daily and Weekly) has been resumed,
Mrs. Alice Gillpatrick;
statue to Gen. Gaines.
DR. RELFE’S AROMATIC PILLS,
lar men, (Charles J. Ingersoll,) but the People!
after a suspension of a few days. We are
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O.
IflT AVE been long celebrated as a most
Samuel
Jefferey,
—
Jesse
Larrabee,
3,
Dan

would not second the nomination. Naylor
glad
to
learn
that
during
its
suspension,
the
The consequences of the late Election.—Af
valuable and efficacious remedy aDaniel Larkin,—Rufus Millikin. ITbI
received 5072, and Ingersoll 4841 votes.
ter the nomination of Mr. Ingersoll as a can publisher received a very handsome accession iel Little,P.2,Q.
R.
S.
T.
U.
V.
W.
gainst
those
general complaints peculiar to
didate to represent the Third District, he pre to his subscription list.
Eliphalet Perkins, Lorenzo Pearsons, Hen the female portion of society.—They
Van Buren State Convention.—The sented to the voters his views upon that
ry P. Hoyt,—Mrs. Betsey ämith,—John
Van Buren State Convention, held at the great public question then and now para
(tr’Gov. Hill has been nominated for re True,—William Johnson,—George Wilson, cleanse, purify and promote a free and
mount
in
the
minds
of
the
people.
He
pro

brisk circulation of the blood, when become
State House in Augusta, on Wednesday
fessed himself friendly to a system that has election to the office he now holds, by a Van Oliver Whitehouse.
sluggish
and languid from the afflicting ail
OLIVER
BOURN,
P.
M.
the 28th ult. was attended by more than wrought out the present mischief to the peo Buren Convention held at Concord on the
ments for which these Pills are a safe and
300 delegates from different parts of the ple, and which, if persisted in, must perpetu 28th ult.
effectual specific. They assist the suspend
Sheriff’s Sale.
State. Dr. Burnham of Orland called the ate the difficulties and produce national ruin.
ed operations of the sanguiferous system,
Y
ork
ss.
—
June
27th,
1837.
(f/^The bills of all the Banks in this State
Convention to order. Joseph Tobin of Hart These opinions he spread before the people
HAVE taken by virtue of an Execution, when nature requires it, and rectify the ir
in the most alluring form, in the style, and are now redeemed at the Suffolk Bank in
ford was chosen President, and Messrs, with the literary advantages which he emi
and shall sell at Public Auction, on Sat regular habits of the unhealthy female whose
urday the 5th day of August next, at two ofsickly and pallid countenance becomes re
Charles Hunt of Gorham and Shepard Ca nently possesses, and after the exposition, Boston.
the clock in the afternoon, at the Post Office animated, and freshens with the natural glow
rey of Houlton were appointed Secretaries. be submits himself to the people—they take
OJ^The daily Stage from Boston to An
After organizing, a committee was appointed the matter into consideration, weigh the con dover has been discontinued and the mails in South Berwick, in said county, all the es of restored health. They are a tried and
tate, right, title, and interest which Ichabod
sequences of such doctrines, and solemnly
to receive the credentials and report the decide that if Mr. Ingersoll is an advocate for are to be carried on the Railroad. It is ex P. Holmes, of Berwick, in said county, has approved remedy in obstructions, debility,
names of members, who attended to the du such measures he cannot be their friend, and pected that the road will be completed to by virtue of a contract, in writing to a convey hypochondria, green sickness, giddiness,
ance of the following described real estate, palpitation of the heart, bad digestion,
ly assigned them and made a report, when he shall not be their representative—this
upon conditions to ne by him performed, loathing of food, pains of the stomach,
the convention adjourned to meet again in is the position in which matters have been this road up to the 24th ult. amount to $25,- to wit : a certain tract of land in said Berwick
shortness of breath, upon every little mo
placed in the Third District. The two men
thè afternoon.—-In the afternoon, the Con have been tried by the measures which they 907 00.
containing fifty acres, more or less, bounded tion, sinking of the spirits, and its conse
by lands of William Goodridge and Reuben quences, a dejected countenance and dislike
vention proceeded to ballot for a candidate would respectively advocate, and we hope
The last Kennebec Journal contains a call Goodridge, Thomas Clark and Reuben Good for exercise and conversation. They are efor Governor. On the first balloting the the powers at Washington will respect the
win, and Little River Falls road, and is the
whole number of votes was 301—necessary decision. Mr. Naylor will now most emphat for a Whig County Convention, to be held same
which Thomas Holmes purchased of qually conducive to the health ©f married
ically represent the principles of the whigs,
to a choice 151 ;—Gorham Parks had 150 ? and these principles are now avowed by a at Augusta, on the 26th inst. for the purpose Brackett. Also, a certain farm in said Ber ladies, except in cases of pregnancy, or
of nominating candidates for County officers. wick, containing one hundred and twenty hectic and consumptive habits, when they
Rufus McIntire 133 ; Alfred Johnson 10 ; majority of the Third District.—17. & Gaz.
—A whig County Convention, for Penobscot, acres more or less, and lies on both sides of must not be taken.
But they may be ad
Scattering 8. No choice having been effect
[From the Augusta Age.]
is to be held at East-Corinth, on Friday, the Tashiert road, so called, and bounded by ministered to great advantage a month or
ed, a second balloting was had, which result
lands of Peter Stillings, lands of Adam Good more after accouchment, for the purpose of
VVe have received from the office of the Treas
ed as follows :—whole number of votes 304. urer of State the following summary by coun 8th of August next.
win, Jeremiah Lord and others, and consists cleansing the system and purging those gross
of two tracts, lying on both sides of a tract of
Gorham Parks had 167 ; Rufus McIntire 137. ties of our population as ascertained under the
(tT5’A barn, owned by Mr. John Bartels, land owned by Adam Goodwin, and is also humours, which, when retained, lay the
Mr. McIntire (who was a member of the law of last winter.
CENSUS OF MAINE
on the corner of Danforth and Bracket sts., bounded in part by lands of Reuben Good foundation of numerous diseases, and render
Convention) then rose, and after expressing
as existing on the first day of March, 1837.
Portland, was discovered to be on fire on ridge, lands lately owned by William Gup- the incautious subject unhealthy for life.
Ins gratification with the result of the ballot COUNTIES. |Under 4; 4 yrs. & |21 yrs. &| Popula
Thursday afternoon last, but was extinguish tail and other lands, and is the whole of the They should also be taken by all women
years. | under 21. 1 upwards. | tion.
ing, offered a resolution declaring that the
homestead farm occupied and lately owned from 45 to 50, to prevent the dangerous dis
Also, another tract orders consequent upon that critical period
25,719 1 53,781 ed without much damage. The fire is sup by Thomas Holmes.
1 6,104 1 21,958 11
convention unanimously concur in the nom York,
7,690
26,702
33.227
67,619 posed to have been set by an incendiary.— of land in said Berwick, containing thirteen of female life.
They have been further
ination of Mr. Parks and pledge themselves Cumberland,
7,508
Lincoln,
27,524
60,071
25.039
acres more or less, and bounded by lands of found, by experience, to afford a powerful
3,972
11,878
27,979 An unsuccessful attempt was made, the same
12,129
to use all fair and honorable means to secure Hancock,
Frederick
Hayes
and
others,
and
is
the
same
4,156
28,213 day, to burn a dwelling house in Park street,
Washington,
11,947
12,1 iO
his election, which was agreed to. A Com Kennebec,
which Joseph Holmes bought of Samuel remedy in all hypochondriac, hysteric, and
7,619
28,353
62,377
26,405
Clements and conveyed to Timothy Holmes. vaporish disorders, both in men and women,
1 5,219
17,512
17,906. 1 40,637 owned by Mr. O. B. Dorrance.
mittee was then appointed, of which Mr. Oxford,
1 5 909
Somerset,
18,151 11 42,963
18,898
Conditions and further particulars made whose nervous system they strengthen and
McIntire was Chairman, to wait upon Mr. 1 Penobscot,
| 1 7,264 11 21,020
23,410 !1 51.694
regulate, aid nature in throwing off those
known
at the time and place of sale.
A
CARD.
15,742 j 36,817
| 1 5,066 ¡¡ 16,009
Parks, (who was in Augusta,) and inform Waldo,
gross and superabundant humors which pro»
Mrs. Mary Langdon, (in the absence of her G. C. WALLINGFORD, Deputy Sheriff.
1 60,507 1
him of his nomination. After a short ab
July 1, 1837.
197,782
213,862 j 472,151 husband) presents her grateful acknowledg
duce melancholy and depression of spirits,
sence the committee returned, accompanied
renovate the body, reanimate the mind, and
Add for Madawaska and other incorporated places ments to the citizens of Kennebunk and Ken3,300 nebunk-port for the lively interest manifest
Sheriff’s Sale.
by Mr. P., who signified his acceptance of in Penobscot county
diffuse a general cheerfulness and elasticity
ed, and the successful efforts made, to recov
York ss....June 27th, 1837.
throughout the whole system. Price $1 50
the nomination. A series of resolutions were
475,451 er her lost child, on the 4th and 5th instant.
HAVE taken by virtue of an execution, a box, with directions.
of
the
totals
in
each
We
subjoin
also
a
reported by Mr. Greene of Saco. A com County with the population as it existed in 1830.
Also, to those individuals in Alfred who so
and shall sell at Public Auction, on Sat
mittee, consisting of Messrs. Hamlin of Hamp Counties.
urday the fifth day of August next, at two of *#*Prepared from the Original Recipe in
1837.
Gain. kindly supplied the wants of the little wan
1830.
derer.
the
clock in the afternoon, at the Post Office MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by his
den, Rogers of Bangor, and Ci I ley of Thom York,
2,071
53,781
51,710
Kennebunk-port,
July
6,1837.
in
South
Berwick in said County, all the es Immediate Successor, and the Sole Propri
aston, was appointed to draft an address to Cumberland,
7,506
60,113
67.619
tate, right, title and interest which Timothy etor, T. KIDDER, and for sale at his
2,890
Lincoln,
57,181
60,071
the People, in behalf of the Convention.
Holmes of Berwick in said County, has by Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
HYMENEAL.
52,491
Kennebec,
62,377
9,886
Oxford,
35,217
40,637
5,420
MARRIED—In Sanford,26th ult. Mr. Samuel virtue of a contract in writing, to a convey Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court and
(t/^Tbe Governor of Illinois has issued a Waldo,
ance of the following described real estate, Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall, Boston,
29,790
36 817
7,027 Lord, to Miss Sophia H. Smith.
35,788
42,963
7,175
Proclamation, calling a special session of the Somerset,
In Acton, 15th ult. Mr. John Gilman of upon conditions to be by him performed, to and also for sale by his special appoint
31,530
Penobscot,
20,164 Wakefield, N. H. to Miss Phebe Merrill of A.
51,694
wit: a certain tract of land in said Berwick
Legislature of that State, and appointing the Hancock,
24,347
27,979
3,632
containing fifty acres more or less, bounded ment, ('together with all the valuable Medi
second Monday in the present month for its Washington,
21,295
28,213
6,918
by lands of William Goodridge and Reuben cines as prepared by the late Dr. Conway,)
OBITUARY
meeting.
Goodridge, Thomas Clark and Reuben Good by
399,462
472,151
72,689
DIED—In Limerick, Catharine, daughter of win and Little River Falls road, and is the
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
Add for Madawaska settleSamuel Martin, aged 19 years.
same which Thomas Holmes purchased of
ment, &c.,
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
(ty^The certificates issued by the City
3,300
3,300 Mr.
In Limington, Mrs. Olive, wife of Mr. George Brackett. Also, a certain farm in said Ber
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Council of Baltimore, in small sums, for Add for Foreigners not inStone,
aged
84
years.
wick,
containing
one
hundred
and
twenty
eluded in this census, at
In
Eliot,
22d
ult.
Howard,son
of
Capt.
John
(t/^A
large discount made to those who
change, are denominated “ Hickory Leaves”
acres
more
or
less,
and
lies
on
both
sides
of
least
10,000
10,000 Paul, aged 9 months.
buy to sell again.
Tashiert
road,
so
called,
and
bounded
by
by some of the newspapers in that city. A
In Kittery, 25th ult. of cancer, Capt. John lands ofPeter Stillings, lands of Adam Good
485,451
85,989 Dennett,
significant and correct appellation.
aged 65 years.
Sheriff’s Sale.
York has gained about 4 per cent.
In
South Berwick, 26th ult. Francis Henry, win, Jeremiah Lord and others and consists
Cumberland has gained about 12 per cent.
York ss....June 27th, 1837.
ot
two
tracts,
lying
on
both
sides
of
a
tract
of
son
of
Mr.
J.
S.
T.
Cushing,
aged
9
months.
n
it
“
“
5 “
Q^We learn from the New York Express, Lincoln
land owned by Adam Goodwin, and is also IT have taken on Execution and will be sold
a
Kennebec,
“
“ 19 “
that there was paid to men and women em Oxford
bounded in part by lands of Reuben Good .a at Public Auction, on Wednesday, the
M
tt
“ 15 “
“
SHIP
NEWS,
ridge, lands lately owned by William Gup- 16th day of August next, at 11 o’clock in
<<
It
ployed by sixteen houses engaged in the man Waldo
“ 24 “
“
tail and other lands, and is the whole of the forenoon, at the store of Libbey & Wood, in
«
It
KENNEBUNK, JULY 8, 1837.
“ 20 “
“
ufacture and sale of clothing, in the lower Somerset
«
tt
homestead farm occupied and lately owned Lebanon in said County, all the right, title
« 64 “
Penobscot
“
part of that city, in 1836, the sum of one mil Hancock
<C
tt
SAILED.
by Thomas Holmes. Also, another tract of and interest, and all the right in equity of re
« 15 “
It
ti
July 5—Sch. Nile, Ward,Boston.
lion and six thousand dollars. This year the | Washington “
land in said Berwick containing thirteen a- demption which John Hardison, Jr. of the
« 32 »
«
tt
u
“ 2li »
memoranda.
cres more or less, and bounded by lands of City and County, and State of New York,
same bouses have paid only Kflyfive thousand \ The State
Ar. at Saco, 27th ult. sch. Hudson, Clark, Frederic Hayes and others, and is the same had at the time of the attachment on the
and five hundred dollars to persons employed
Boston ; sip, Joseph, Tarbox, do. ; 28th, brig which Joseph Holmes bought of Samuel original writ, to redeem two parcels ot Real
Executive Appointments—June
1837.
by them, making a difference of nine hundred
Ganza, Waterhouse ; schs. Packet, Hartley ; Clements and conveyed to Timothy Holmes. Estate in Lebanon, in said county, contain
County of York.—Joseph W. Leland, Angerona,
Hill ; May-flower, Emery ; Agricola, Conditions and further particulars made ing sixty acres more or less.
andfifty thousand dollnrs. “ Eight thousand Saco, County Attorney.
Gordon,—all from Boston.
—also—
hands have been relieved from employment,”
County of Cumberland.—Stephen Webb,
At Havana, 23d ult. brig Lima, Lord, ft. or ch. known at the time and place of sale.
All the right of said Hardison to redeem
G. C. WALLINGFORD, D. Sheriff.
beside a large number of sales-rnen, carmen Jr., Windham, Chairman of County Commis
said Real Estate by virtue of a bond or con
July 1.
sioners—Meshach Humphrey, Gray, County
The Agricola, ar. at Saco, 28th ult, picked up
and porters.
tract, in writing, from Samuel Pray, and to
Commissioner.
3 or 4 M. boards about 10 miles South of Boon
fulfil the condition of said bond or contract.
Island.
Several
small
vessels
in
sight
were
also
County of Waldo.—Nathaniel M. Lowny,
(Tjr’Conditions at the Sale.
Accident.— Four young men, students at Belfast, Clerk Judicial Courts. William H. picking up Boards.
AP & POT LEDGERS—double and
G. C. WALLINGFORD, D. Sheriff.
the Auburn Theological Seminary, were Burrel, Prospect, Register of Probate. James
single entry—full and half bound ;
July 1.
drowned by the upsetting of a sail boat, in Blanchard, Jr., Prospect, County CommisCap and Pot Day Books—full and half
Farming Utensils.
CRIPTURE REFERENCES, designed
CYTHES, Rifles, Snaths, Hay Forks and bound—all sizes ;
Owasco lake, on Saturday ^3d ult. A lad
... sio"T- ~ ..
Edwin Smith of Warren, commissioner to
for the use of parents, teachers, and pri
Quarto account books ;
Rakes, for sale by
about 15 years of ¿%e, who was with them revise
the Public Laws, vice Ether Shepley,
vate Christians. For sale by the 100, dozen
Memorandums--every variety.
WM. LORD & Co.
was saved.
resigned,
or single copy, by
D. REMICH.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
July 8,
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Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous affec ZNN LOW SPmiTS-Low spirits is a
tions. It is also for sale by most of the V/ certain state of the mind accompanied
10, Penhallow-street,
agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
Portsmouth, [N. H.)
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
HE CAME TOO LATE !
The following named persons are agents apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
HAS prepared and constantly on hand
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
fifth
BY MISS ELIZABETH BOGART.
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the for the above named medicines. In New the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
day of June, in the year of our Lord
Hampshire, Kittredge &. Cleaveland, Lam medical writers supposed this disease to be
He came too late ! Neglect had tried
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Hon. following Medicines :—
Her constancy too long ;
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. prey River ; Uri Lam per, Hampton ; Up confined to those particular regions of the ab
Her love had yielded to her pride,
HOMAS PRAY, named executor in a
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled ham & Berry, Rochester Plains; James domen, technically called hypochondria,
And the deep sense of wrong.
certain
instrument
purporting
to
be
the
for the following complaints, viz :—Dyspep Fogg, Ossipee ; Wm. Gault, Concord ; Wm. which are situated on the right or left side of
She scorned the offering of a heart
last will and testament of Samuel Pray, late
sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billious North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth ; • that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
Which lingered on its way,
ol North-Berwick, in said county, yeoman, Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, John H. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover; chondriasis.
Till it could no delight impart,
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
deceased, having presented the same for pro Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R. Red I
Nor spread one cheering ray.
bate :
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in ing, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene. 1 symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
He came too late !—At once he felt
ORDERED—That the said executor the side, stomach and breast, colds and In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver I bowels, acred eructations, costiveness, spasThat all his power was o’er !
give notice to all persons interested, by caus coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street, 1 modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal
Indifference in her calm smile dwelt,
ing a copy of this order to be published three ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill, pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
She thought of him no more.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues Wm. Brown, Washington st. and Geo. M. the attention upon any subject of importance
Anger and grief had passed away,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may surpass any thing heretofore known in re Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr. or engaging in anything that demands vigor
Her heart and thoughts were free;
appear at a Probate Court to be held at moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Benjamin Plummer, Bangor ; Artemas Car or courage. Also languidness-f-the mind be
She met him, and her words were gay,
North Berwick in said county, on the first been known to cure this afflicting disease, af ter and Runnells & Donham, Portland ; comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
No spell had memory.
Monday of December next, at ten of the ter having baffled every exertion for four Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; William ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
He came too late !—the subtle chords
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any years. It has a most powerful influence in Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee, St. Ste total derangement of the nervous system.—
Of love were all unbound,
they have, why the said instrument should removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant vens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ; The mental feelings and peculiar train of
Not by offence of spoken words,
not be proved, approved, and allowed as the to take and in its operation so much so, that Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel ideas that haunt the imagination and overBut by the slights that wound.
C
’ , whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
last will and testament of the said deceased. it may be administered to the infant with Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm. Gooch,
She knew that life held nothing now
WellV;7 D?OREMICH, Kennebunk; Oliver versity. The wisest and best of men are as
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
safety.
That could the past repay,
A true copy—Attest,
Directions for receiving this or any other Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Ger- open to this affliction as the weakest.
Yet she disdained his tardy vow,
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
And coldly turned away.
of the following named medicines accom rish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
June 17.
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs, treatment are, to remove indigestion, to’
North Berwick; Enoch Goodale, Saco; strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
He came too late !—Her countless dreams
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, of the efficacy of this medicine have been re Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman, its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
Of hope had long since flown ;
ceived
from
the
Rev.
Mr.
George
Storrs,
a
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
No charms dwelt in his chosen themes,
Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
first Monday of June, in the year of our talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Taylor, Norridgewalk : Hanscbmb & Quim versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
Nor in his whispered tone.
Gospel,
of
the
Methodist
Episcopal
Church
:
And when, with word and smile, he tried
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by
by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton. fully regulated by the occasional use of a
Affection still to prove,
the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
We know nothing belter
ff^’All directions signed in the hand wri mild aperient.
the
Customs
of
the
Port
of
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
She nerved her heart with woman’s pride,
of said Court:
calculated to obtain this end, than Dr. Wm*
ting
of
the
proprietor.
—
Mr.
Josiah
Webster,
deceased,
late
a
Mes

And spurned his fickle love.
UNICE KIMBALL, widow of Joseph
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
Sept. 19,1836.
tf
Littlefield, 6th, late of Kennebunk, in senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
tain in their operation. The bowels being
and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
fFrom the Philadelphia Saturday Cour.]
said county, deceased, having presented her
EErugs
tEleiliciues^ E*aints once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile?
place
;
which
gentlemen
it
is
well
known
WE SHALL MEET.
petition for an allowance out of the personal
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
& Oil, EEye fluffs & Groce
here are as credible, respectable and compe
“ L’nomme est ne pour le ciel.”—Masillion.
estate of said deceased :
spasmodic) are an infallible remedy, and
ries.
tent
witnesses
as
any
persons
in
this
commu

We shall meet—we shall meet—nay never be
ORDERED—That the said petitioner
without dispute have proved a great blessing
lieve
give notice to all persons interested, by caus nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of “ORYANT & WARREN have just receiv- to the numerous public.
Allenstown,
N.
H.,
Mr.
Isaac
K.
Palmer,
of
That distance or death can for ever bereave ;
_O ed a new supply of the above articles,
ing a copy of this order to be published
Some physicians have recommended a
Earth’s visions and day-dreams may all fade three weeks successively in the Kenne Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East which they will sell on as good terms as can
free
mercury but it should not be re
away,
Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re be purchased short of Boston—among which sorteduseto of
; as in many cases it will greatly ag
This form and these features may pass to decay. bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in spectable persons.
are
—
gravate the symptoms.
Yet nought but distrust or estrangement can part said county, that they may appear at a Pro
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
The genuine Lees’ Pills ; Dean’s Rheu
bate Court to be held at Kennebunk, in
The links of affection—the ties of the heart.
This
Ointment
stands
at
the
head
of
all
HE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de
matic do. ; Smith’s Botanic do.—an excel
said county, on the first Monday of August
nied that whilst many medicines
We shall meet—doubt it not—on a brighter next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, remedies for the following diseases which lent remedy for costiveness, pain and dizzi
which are recommended to the public, have
shore,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism, ness in the head, indigestion, cold and foul
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, stomach ; Morrison’s Hygean do., highly rec not even the negative merit of harmlessness,,
Where the voices of sorrow are heard no more ; same should not be allowed.
That home of the homeless—that haven of rest,
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand ommended ; Brandreth’s Vegetable Universal there are others which it would be great in
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Where the weary are welcome—the wretched
ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff Pills, designed for the purification of the justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
A true copy—Attest,
are blest,
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu blood ; Holman’s Restorative, Bone Oint volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
In holier mansions, shall give us again
lar action.
June 17.
ment, Vegetable Powdersand Elixir ; Smith’s And when a medicine comes endorsed with
All the rapture of passion, without its pain.
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. Restorative ; Foster’s Egyptian Bahn of Life, all the great names that have adorned the
There shall be no night in that beautiful clime, At a Court of Probate held at Saco, with Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed —a specific for consumption, great bodily de annals of the medical profession, and war
There fall not the shadows of death or of time,
in and for the County of York, on the fifth Breasts in females if applied in its early stage, bility, old and firmly rooted coughs, Indiges ranted by the seal and signature of long and
There the sun never sets, and flowers never fade,
day of June, in the year oj our Lord prevents suppuration or matter forming, and tion and Bilious Disorders, &c. We have uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
From landscapes in brightness and verdure ar
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Hon. gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. many evidences in relation to the efficacy and seasonable demand upon the public confi
rayed,
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
dence, when he claims for it a superior con
WM. A. HAYES, Judge oj said Court :
Where cometh no blight o’er affectionate hearts, ■jV/TARY WAKEFIELD, named executrix cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub salutary effects produced by the Egyptian sideration.
Bahn of Life. Also, Foster’s Nerve Oint
And the image of loveliness never departs.
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
IvJL in a certain instrument purporting to lic with the full assurance that it far excels ment,—a remedy for Sprains, Bruises,
be the last will and testament of John Wake the opodeldocs and liniments of the present Cramps, Rheumatism, Contracted Nerves, Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this
Tan Yard for Sale.
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
field, late of Wells, in said county, blacksmith, day, for the above diseases.—A trial is only
HE subscriber offers for sale the TAN deceased, having presented the same for pro wanted to give it the decided preference to &c. ; Tooth Ache Drops,—a cure for this thority in existence condemns it, every medi
distressing
malady
;
The
German
Ointment,
YARD at Sanford Corner, recently bate :
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it,
every thing else. Many physicians of em
occupied by Stephen & Thomas Dorman.ORDERED—That the said executrix give inence have used this ointment and extol its for the cure of the Piles ; Dr. Marshall’s Ca freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues ;
tarrh and Head Ache Snuff; Gordack’s Salt
Connected with the Yard are, a Bark House, notice to all persons interested, by causing a merits.
Rheum Ointment, and Pulmonary Jelly ; and that the latter should do so in opposition
Bark Mill, Rolling Machine and nearly one copy of this order to be published three weeks
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car Snow’s, Wheaton’s and Thompson’s Itch to their personal interests, must be attributed
acre and a half of Land, with a good build successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his
Ointments ; Liquid Opodeldoc ; Cephalic either to their candor and love of truth, or to
ing spot for a House. It will be sold low.
ed at Kennebunk, that they may appear ata daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies Snuff; Turlington’s Balsam of Life ; Moore’s 1 their unwillingness to fly in the face of all obJOHN SKEELE.
Probate Court to lie held at Kennebunk, in and envelopes each vial.
Essence of Life ; Haarlem Oil ; British do. ; I servanoli, and the testimony of thousands.
Sanford, June 20, 1837.
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this Oil of Spruce ; Peppermint; Lemon ; Tansaid county, on the first Monday of August
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
HHDS. Porto Rico Mo lassas for sale next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, preparation accompany each box. This oint sey ; Juniper ; Cloves ; Burgamot; Hemlock ; his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
and shew cause, if any they have, why the ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It Annisseed ; Olives ; Castor ; Cassia ; Pulegi, eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
O by
S. H. GOULD.
said instrument should not be proved, ap contains no mercurial or other deleterious in and Almonds ; all kinds of Essences, togeth mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
Kennebunk-port, J une 24, 1837.
proved, and allowed as the last will and tes gredients, so common in many of the popular er with all kinds of Medicines in general use the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
tament of the said deceased.
ointments in use.
NOTICE.
either by Physicians or in families.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Vegetable Elixir.— This Elixir is useful in
the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
HIS day were impounded in the town
Quints
Oil.
A true copy—Attest,
does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
Pound in York, by Jeremiah McIntire,
I .inseed Oil by the cask or small .quantity ; ity
.r
and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
of said York, eighteen sheep, viz ; ten oldJune 10. -W MC 1 ', A . ¥ ? r R
Ground
White
Lead
;
French
Yellow ; Ve
ope
each
vial.
diseases
of all kinds ; in weakness of the di
ones and eight lambs. Four of said sheep
netian
Red
;
Spanish
Brown
;
Chrome
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There - ---> 7
mv/
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
have the top of the left ear cropped and a At a Court of Probate held at Saco never
was an article introduced into the Green and Yellow; Chinese Vermilion; whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
swallow’s tail in the right with a notch in the
within and for the county of York, on the fifth “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles, Tera
lera de
de siena
siena ;; Umber
Umber;; Prussian
Prussian Blue
Blue ;; Whi
Will dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
under edge of the same ; two have a notch
day of June, in the year of our Lord cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers, 'ing.; Coach and Furniture Varnish ; Ja|>an ; purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
in each ear ; one has the top of the left ear
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma-: SP'nts of Turpentine ; Pure bpenn Od ;
in the sicknesses incident to moth
cropped, a swallow’s tail, and nofch in the
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said tions generally. The Poultice is made in the 1 V“1"' Brushes-wnh numerous other articles pecially)
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
upper edge of the right ; one has both ears
n«
vnn
wnnki
«nv
nthprnnnl.
1U
the
Paillt
line.
Court :
ordinary way as you would any other poul
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
split with the lower point cut off the left.
ARAH PERKINS, named executrix in a tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
EEye Stuffs.
which is brought on by intemperance ; in
Two, together with the lambs, are not mark
certain instrument purporting to be the case may require. There is another kind
Log wood ; Red wood ; Fustic ; Tumer the
wretched horrors of mind and body which
ed.—Said Sheep were taken up in the enclo
last will and testament of George Perkins,
ic ; Indigo, &c. &c.
which
is
called
superfine
for
internal
use.
All
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
sure of said Jeremiah McIntire. The owner late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, mas
Groceries,
&c.
may
be
had
in
any
quantity
of
Charles
Hol

petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
or owners are requested to pay what is justly ter mariner, deceased, having presented the
Teas ; Coffee ; Sugar ; Molasses ; Spices of head, limbs or side ; in corrupt, sallow, and
man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
demandable and take them away.
same for probate:
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti- all kinds; Chocolate; Chocolate Shells ; uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
CALEB EASTMAN, Pound Keeper.
ORDERED—That the said executrix cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar- Cheap and Box Raisins, Currants ,; *Figs
,&o,;
York, June 16,1837.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump- I Tobacco ; Pork ; Lard ; Honey ; Tamarinds ; state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
ing a copy of this order to be published three tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,! Sal Soda—for washing ; Brooms and Floor others mentioned in the bills of directions
Cash I Cash ! ! Cash ! !!
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external Brushes ; all kinds of Nuts and Confectiona- given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
HE subscriber wishes to contract with zette,
at Kennebunk, that they may application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, j ry, &c. &c. Any of the above will be ex that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
one or more individuals to deliver four appear printed
at
a
Probate
Court to be held at Ken biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This changed for Cash, Country Produce or ap terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
or five hundred tons of Rough STONE at
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
nebunk,
in
said
county,
the first Monday medicine is recommended by the first medi proved Credit.
the Western Pier, suitable for a sea wall, for of August next, at ten of on
«Tre sold with them, will effect immediate re
the
clock
in
the
fore

Kennebunk, June 3,1837.
ep6m.
the purpose of repairing the breach in said noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why cal gentlemen in our country for the above
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
complaints. Directions to each package.
Pier. Contracts for the whole or part of
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough
said Stone would be entered into as may best the said instrument should not be proved,
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
suit bidders ; preference would be given to approved, and allowed as the last will and Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
testament
of
the
said
deceased.
ening
a
hard
dry
cough,
and
for
those
who
proposals for the whole. The road from the
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
wharves to the Pier may be made good with
HE character of this celebrated Oint dence.
A true copy,—Attest,
uable for children, in cases of whooping
very little expense ; and Rough Stone for this
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
cough, chin cough, &c.
purpose may be taken from the U. S. Quarry,
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
June 10.
Directions.—For grown persons, take from disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
if not more conveniently to be had. 14 cubic
two to four spoonsful), as the case may re pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar submitted by the following important and ex
feet will be required for a ton. Payment
Commissioners’ Notice.
within 30 days from completion of contract—
traordinary cures effected by their highly
HE subscribers having been appointed, quire. Children from one to two teaspoons- ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
the job to be commenced and completed with
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, medicinal qualities—all of which may be
by the Hon. William A. Hayes, Judge full.
as little delay as possible.
of Probate for the County of York, CommisVegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal which are so eminently useful for removing seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
JOSHUA HERRICK.
7, Division street. One or two of these ha
sioners to receive and examine all the claims culated to correct the bile and create an ap all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and A fresh supply is just received, and for s tie by herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
Kennebunk-port, June 16,1837.
of the several creditors of the estate of
may be freely used both as a restorative and
ting public.
JOSEPH LITTLEFIELD, 6th,
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
FOR SALE,
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
late of Kennebunk, in said county, yeoman, to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
GOOD second hand CHAISE.
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great number Wholesale by W.C. MI'I'CHELL, PoiriZand, thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
represented insolvent, and six months having
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
ALSO,
been allowed said creditors for bringing in of children afflicted with fits, arising from va and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
A good second hand SADDLE—very little their claims and proving their debts, notice rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P. the
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
worn.
is hereby given that we shall attend to the of falling sickness, have been radically cured to be addressed to L. Th wing, & Co. Dedham, Mass. ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
tation of the heart . exercise would almost overcome
For terms, &c. inquire of the Printer.
service assigned us, at the house of Barak by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
her; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
Kennebunk, June 17,1837.
PAPER.
Kimball, in said Kennebunk, on the second accompany each vial.
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
BEAMS Writing and Letter paper, out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
Monday in November next, from 10 o’clock
NECK STOCKS.
in the forenoon to 5 in the afternoon of said valuable and pleasant preparation possesses Csr WF —embracing Cap and Pot Writing life comfortably again.
HE subscriber has a handsome assort day.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
every possible advantage over that in its Nos. 1 & 2, fine and superfine white, pink,
ment of STOCKS, which he will sell
blue, yellow and assorted, ruled and watercrude state.
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years I
PAUL STEVENS,
cheap for Cash, by the dozen or single.
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough lined Letter,—from the best Mills in the have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to
SAMUEL JEFFERDS.
Stocks made to any pattern.
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
powder is a most valuable remedy for com country.
Kennebunk, June 14, 1837.
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pains
SAMUEL MENDUM.
1 case coarse Writing and Letter paper— in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
Kennebunk, June 16, 1837.
long standing. It has been long tested and is cheap.
LIME.
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
Whatman’s and other Drawing Paper,—a ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
recommended
to the public as one of the
np
HOM
ASTON
LIME,
kept
constantly
on
INK, PENS, &c.
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;,
great variety of sizes and qualities.
most valuable medicines now in use.
A hand and for sale by
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
nglish & American Writing ink,
Glazed and common English and Ameri- my
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
O.
M.
WHITE
&
Co.
situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
—in bottles.
can Tissue paper,—all colors.
lasses on going to bed.
Kennebunk-port,
May
25,
1837.
to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
Writing Fluid.
Marble paper—English, German and A- mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant,
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This
Black and Red Ink powder—English and
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara merican.
NOTICE.
American. < ,
Dr. Wm . Evans.
Fancy do.—all colors—English, French
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
rglHE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
Warrin’a Royal Commercial Metallic pens ;
He therefore need only add that bis
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and and American ;
Gillot’s Elongated parallel pointed do. do. ; JL the town of Kennebunk, to support produces a healthy state of the bile.
Gold paper, burnished and unburnished— CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
the
poor
of
said
town
for
one
year,
hereby
Gillot’s & Windle’s Ladies’ do. do.;
his excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom plain and embossed ;
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Lunar do, do. ;
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
Morocco paper ; Tracing do. ;
panied
with
great
debility,
was
recently
cured
vision
for
them,
and
hereby
forbids
all
per

American Democratic Republican do. do.; sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers in this place, in the course of three days, by
White, Brown and Black Bonnet paper ; at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
Williamson’s Graduating do. do.;
New York, and of his authorised agents ÌR
Binder’s Board ;
of said town on his account or on account of the powder. Directions with the box.
A great variety of low priced do. do.
Bristol Board,—white and assorted colors town and country.
Also a very general assortment of medicin
the town, as he will pay no bill for their
Black Lines ; Black Sand ;
J. H. JONES, corner of Middle and Union
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on —different sizes ;
Dot, Pea, Note and common red Wafers; support.
Writing paper, ruled after a variety of pat streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
hand
at wholesale and retail, at as accommo
ABEL
M.
BRYANT.
Assorted do.
where persons may apply for sub Agencies.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1837.
ly
dating prices on commission or other ar terns ;
Red and Black Sealing wax ;
Sand paper ;
Sub Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk j
rangement, as at any other large establish
Desk Stamps ;
Cartridge paper, for covering books, &c.
U® o lasses.
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
ment in the Union.
Wedgewood, white and black glass, SilliFor sale by
D. REMICH.
IVE HHDS. first quality Porto Rico Mo
Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ;
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val
man’s patent, block tin and pbcket Inkstands ;
Kennebunk, May 27, 1832.
lasses just received by
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
uable medicine,
Glass, box-wood and-poplar Sand-stands ;
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell j
Black and red Crayons Lead pencils, &c.
FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM
OF LIFE9
\
'
Kennebunk, June 16, 1837.
Thomaston Lime.
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
&c.
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary ; a specif
LOT of new THOMASTON LIME, town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
Just received and for sale by
BUSHELS OATS for sale ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
first quality, for sale by
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis*
D. REMICH.
W by
WM. LORD & Co.
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indi
HOSAH GOODWIN.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
June 3,1837.
June 16, 1837.
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and
Kennebunk, May 3,1837.
February 18,1837^

CHARLES HOLMAN,
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